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also depends on my two girlsalso depends on my two girlsalso depends on my two girls
Will be locating in Central/South AmericaWill be locating in Central/South AmericaWill be locating in Central/South AmericaWill be locating in Central/South America
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Will likely move to a 1 story condoWill likely move to a 1 story condoWill likely move to a 1 story condo
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Strong emphasis on single floor housing.  Many of the areas I'm considering do not have single floor houses anywhere.Strong emphasis on single floor housing.  Many of the areas I'm considering do not have single floor houses anywhere.Strong emphasis on single floor housing.  Many of the areas I'm considering do not have single floor houses anywhere.Strong emphasis on single floor housing.  Many of the areas I'm considering do not have single floor houses anywhere.
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Finding low maintenance, beautiful view, stimulating opportunities for volunteering and learning will impact our final housing choice.Finding low maintenance, beautiful view, stimulating opportunities for volunteering and learning will impact our final housing choice.Finding low maintenance, beautiful view, stimulating opportunities for volunteering and learning will impact our final housing choice.Finding low maintenance, beautiful view, stimulating opportunities for volunteering and learning will impact our final housing choice.
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My preference is a place near water without the extreme heat, warm winters and low humidity year round. Also something affordable for the average retired couple.My preference is a place near water without the extreme heat, warm winters and low humidity year round. Also something affordable for the average retired couple.My preference is a place near water without the extreme heat, warm winters and low humidity year round. Also something affordable for the average retired couple.My preference is a place near water without the extreme heat, warm winters and low humidity year round. Also something affordable for the average retired couple.
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If it is community, over 55 or all age, in a dangerous weather area, have a "safe" clubhouse for emergencies or at least as safe as possible.

Q3 was hard.  I want urbanized suburbia or large city either age targeted that has a college, but not a small college town.
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I can't drag choices on my iPad, so I stopped the survey. Better to have allowed people to number their choices.I can't drag choices on my iPad, so I stopped the survey. Better to have allowed people to number their choices.I can't drag choices on my iPad, so I stopped the survey. Better to have allowed people to number their choices.I can't drag choices on my iPad, so I stopped the survey. Better to have allowed people to number their choices.
I feel that the concept of "niche" communities is of vital importance if one is to try to insure their ongoing vitality and life interests.  It would make for a far better retirement experience to be with people of similar interests and passions.I feel that the concept of "niche" communities is of vital importance if one is to try to insure their ongoing vitality and life interests.  It would make for a far better retirement experience to be with people of similar interests and passions.I feel that the concept of "niche" communities is of vital importance if one is to try to insure their ongoing vitality and life interests.  It would make for a far better retirement experience to be with people of similar interests and passions.I feel that the concept of "niche" communities is of vital importance if one is to try to insure their ongoing vitality and life interests.  It would make for a far better retirement experience to be with people of similar interests and passions.
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Affordable, in a safe area, close to the Gulf.Affordable, in a safe area, close to the Gulf.Affordable, in a safe area, close to the Gulf.Affordable, in a safe area, close to the Gulf.
Thinking seriously about full-timing in an RVThinking seriously about full-timing in an RVThinking seriously about full-timing in an RVThinking seriously about full-timing in an RV
No snow.
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Prefer one floor living about 2,400 sf (downsizing from 4,500 sf) in a community of couples and single adults with lots of green space and varied activities.  Would consider a villa or detached home.  Must have excellent medical facilities nearby.Prefer one floor living about 2,400 sf (downsizing from 4,500 sf) in a community of couples and single adults with lots of green space and varied activities.  Would consider a villa or detached home.  Must have excellent medical facilities nearby.Prefer one floor living about 2,400 sf (downsizing from 4,500 sf) in a community of couples and single adults with lots of green space and varied activities.  Would consider a villa or detached home.  Must have excellent medical facilities nearby.Prefer one floor living about 2,400 sf (downsizing from 4,500 sf) in a community of couples and single adults with lots of green space and varied activities.  Would consider a villa or detached home.  Must have excellent medical facilities nearby.
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TTTTTThat's all folksTTTTTThat's all folks
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We look at housing that is all one level-not just the MBR.  We are also wanting handicapped accessible hallways (wider for wheelchairs)grab bars in showers, etc. Bigger space in the MBR Bathroom.

Other things would be handicapped features in the common areas of the community.  (Indoor pool and a spa are musts due to arthritis). Warm climate!!  No snow to shovel for us-ever again, thank you.

We want a decent amount of space and /or privacy in the back yard and space for a fenced in dog run and dog park.  Pet friendly community is a MUST.  We would not consider a place that is not dog friendly.  Likewise, need some decent SPACE between houses,so are not jammed in too much.

RV parking on site.  Walking trails for us and the dogs.  Golf cart community with access to shopping, restaurants,etc.

A MAJOR concern is medical facilities, with military medical  facilities readily available, along with specialties and down the road, assisted living-if necessary.
   
Of course, we also want a variety of shopping, restaurants, and activities to do both outside and inside, so want a community that is about 2-3 thousand homes! :-)  Believe it or not we feel we have already found it!!
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Straight Ranch...warm weather...gated community...close to shopping...Straight Ranch...warm weather...gated community...close to shopping...Straight Ranch...warm weather...gated community...close to shopping...Straight Ranch...warm weather...gated community...close to shopping...
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Concerned about spending now vs. later (and holding majority of funds for possible CCRC residence).Concerned about spending now vs. later (and holding majority of funds for possible CCRC residence).Concerned about spending now vs. later (and holding majority of funds for possible CCRC residence).Concerned about spending now vs. later (and holding majority of funds for possible CCRC residence).
Energy efficient, GreenEnergy efficient, GreenEnergy efficient, Green
two locations would be ideal but most people will not be able to afford that option.two locations would be ideal but most people will not be able to afford that option.two locations would be ideal but most people will not be able to afford that option.two locations would be ideal but most people will not be able to afford that option.
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Even though I own several properties, some of them are income producing, I may rent in the furture.  I am not sure where we might end up and would like to "test" the area(s) prior to purchasing.  That way I can also invest capital to produce more income.  

I don't like humidity but a place that is over dry like Western MT where we lived for awhile is too dry and also prone to forest fires.  It was totally beautiful, though.  If you have an active lifestyle you can't hike in the months of times you can have forest fires.  Until you live through them you have no idea of their impact.

So a balanced weather pattern with opportunities for outdoor activities figure high on my list.
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My top things that I considered before selecting a retirement destination:
- things to do
- good libraries, restaurants, shops, etc.
- opportunity to meet people and make friends / close to friends who have not yet retired
- weather considerations (no hurricanes, floods, tornados, etc)
- bugs & critters...don't like snakes or flying roaches
- cost of living
- traffic
- crime
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Fearrington Village is an example of the type of community I would prefer.Fearrington Village is an example of the type of community I would prefer.Fearrington Village is an example of the type of community I would prefer.Fearrington Village is an example of the type of community I would prefer.
Living in N.Y., I've gotten accustomed to "doing" things.  I want to live like a regular resident in a regular neighborhood, except it has to be in a warm city.  

I want to do things that I could not do as often as I like, say tennis for instance, or enjoing nature and of course the beach.
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Mobile Home/RV -- need more info about these on website.
Sometimes, the Site seems more like Real Estate Marketing more so than anything else . . .
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I like ranch houses.I like ranch houses.
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no thanks
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I want privacy, a nice backyard and a community with social options but without excessive pressure to participate.I want privacy, a nice backyard and a community with social options but without excessive pressure to participate.I want privacy, a nice backyard and a community with social options but without excessive pressure to participate.I want privacy, a nice backyard and a community with social options but without excessive pressure to participate.
Prefer a single story owned home in a large metro cityPrefer a single story owned home in a large metro cityPrefer a single story owned home in a large metro cityPrefer a single story owned home in a large metro city
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and see if I want to stay.
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55+ commnities seem to be more in FL & AZ.55+ commnities seem to be more in FL & AZ.55+ commnities seem to be more in FL & AZ.55+ commnities seem to be more in FL & AZ.
Being somewhat close to family I think is VERY important ...there will come a time when you will need family to assist.Being somewhat close to family I think is VERY important ...there will come a time when you will need family to assist.Being somewhat close to family I think is VERY important ...there will come a time when you will need family to assist.Being somewhat close to family I think is VERY important ...there will come a time when you will need family to assist.
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Certainly builders need to offer better options in existing communities for a transition from a large two story to a more modes and age friendly style of home. Wider door ways for one thing as the need for wheel chair for one life parnter is almost a certainty anymore.
Doing more to keep people in a home that understands those aging needs would be smart.
Do more to help people transition out of thier existing large homes - and stay in the community would make sense.
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- Close to children (at least one) and grandchildren.
- Non-challenging walking trails.
- Close proxemity to shopping in order to minimize the purchase of gas for vehicles too often.
- Low incidents of crime.
- Excellend healthcare systems (hospitals, clinics, etc.)
- Low or minimal taxation of income and retirment earnings.
- Noted for being Christian, Conservative, Constitutional, good economy.
- Good year round weather
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3.  Mid to large city / regular town or suburb.  Not sure how to define Tampa, FL

One-story home.....steps are difficult for us at times.
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Preferences in Q 5.  Some friends say what I want may not exist:  year around temps of about 80 degrees, moderate
humidity, access to swimming and walking and biking but also access to activities and eating spots.  NO Gulf course.  I do not play and do not want to pay for upkeep of same.  I now rent a simple 1500 sq ft house for $550/month and still enjoy yard walk.  But as I age, I want to be able to see lake and boating activity from my porch.  And I avoid driving in heavy traffic or at night now, so appreciate senior transportation.

Too much to ask?  Explored but discarded international locale.
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Small town and single story home.Small town and single story home.Small town and single story home.
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So much golf....it is difficult to fit in to a retirement housing community when you don't play golf.So much golf....it is difficult to fit in to a retirement housing community when you don't play golf.So much golf....it is difficult to fit in to a retirement housing community when you don't play golf.So much golf....it is difficult to fit in to a retirement housing community when you don't play golf.
interested in manufactured homes--less expensive than traditional home/condo.interested in manufactured homes--less expensive than traditional home/condo.interested in manufactured homes--less expensive than traditional home/condo.interested in manufactured homes--less expensive than traditional home/condo.
I hope to find an active community which provides a sense of community with outdoor recreation, and cultural activities as well.I hope to find an active community which provides a sense of community with outdoor recreation, and cultural activities as well.I hope to find an active community which provides a sense of community with outdoor recreation, and cultural activities as well.I hope to find an active community which provides a sense of community with outdoor recreation, and cultural activities as well.
One floor living, warm climate no ice and snow, affordableOne floor living, warm climate no ice and snow, affordableOne floor living, warm climate no ice and snow, affordableOne floor living, warm climate no ice and snow, affordable
RV
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Prefer high "walk score," easy access to natural, cultural and social assets, green/sustainablePrefer high "walk score," easy access to natural, cultural and social assets, green/sustainablePrefer high "walk score," easy access to natural, cultural and social assets, green/sustainablePrefer high "walk score," easy access to natural, cultural and social assets, green/sustainable
I'm not a fan of these homeowner/community organizations. 
All of these retirement communities come w/association Rules/Regulations and Fees. Often these R,R & F's become encumbering with vacancies, foreclosures and changes in public opinion. For any of those reasons, retirees on a fixed income may choose to leave. It becomes a downward spiral leading to unkempt appearance/areas leading to further increase the spin on the downward cycle.
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Can't wait!!!!!!!!Can't wait!!!!!!!!
Will/Can this be redefined based upon the steady retirement of the Baby Boomers (of which, I am the tail end)?
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I'm always interested in any place that has low crime, mild climate, and good access to services.I'm always interested in any place that has low crime, mild climate, and good access to services.I'm always interested in any place that has low crime, mild climate, and good access to services.I'm always interested in any place that has low crime, mild climate, and good access to services.
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That it will probably be in the south for the lower cost of living.That it will probably be in the south for the lower cost of living.That it will probably be in the south for the lower cost of living.That it will probably be in the south for the lower cost of living.
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Would prefer to purchase a new home.  Real estate taxes must be low, however.  Need a site with a good view since we currently back up to a forest and have a view of a pond, which is at the end of our block (four homes away).Would prefer to purchase a new home.  Real estate taxes must be low, however.  Need a site with a good view since we currently back up to a forest and have a view of a pond, which is at the end of our block (four homes away).Would prefer to purchase a new home.  Real estate taxes must be low, however.  Need a site with a good view since we currently back up to a forest and have a view of a pond, which is at the end of our block (four homes away).Would prefer to purchase a new home.  Real estate taxes must be low, however.  Need a site with a good view since we currently back up to a forest and have a view of a pond, which is at the end of our block (four homes away).
Live near beach and fishingLive near beach and fishingLive near beach and fishing
Walkability.  Ease of living without a car.Walkability.  Ease of living without a car.Walkability.  Ease of living without a car.Walkability.  Ease of living without a car.
As I said before, we are in the process of relocating. We are looking for a  picturesque,affordable small city  with university on the west coast  Mild four seasons, near airport with good public transportation. We prefer great room floor plan of about 1,600 square feet/2 bedroom with small yard. We live in Phoenix, Arizona now but find the sameness of weather (way too hot from  May to November)hard to take. Would also like a smaller town.
I look forward to your newsletters and all you are offering! Thanks for all the hard work you are putting in.
Sincerely, Marilyn, published author of Household Matters A-Z and owner of Peace of Mind Workbooks...I invite you to check out website www.peaceofmindworkbooks.com
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Low upkeep, inexpensive, above average finishes with good locations in milder climates having 4 seasons, mountains and streams close by, close to good highways but away from highway and city noises.Low upkeep, inexpensive, above average finishes with good locations in milder climates having 4 seasons, mountains and streams close by, close to good highways but away from highway and city noises.Low upkeep, inexpensive, above average finishes with good locations in milder climates having 4 seasons, mountains and streams close by, close to good highways but away from highway and city noises.Low upkeep, inexpensive, above average finishes with good locations in milder climates having 4 seasons, mountains and streams close by, close to good highways but away from highway and city noises.
Questions didn't allow for particulars of our situation:

--Wife retired but husband still working.

--We've already bought a FL condo but only for winter use; once husband retires, we still intend to keep our single-family home for as long as possible.

Enjoy your newsletter and all of the reader contributions. Just wish those readers were better spellers and could learn correct use of punctuation to help convey their thoughts.
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I think that your site is and has been very helpful to those of us who are planning retirement. Keep up the good work.I think that your site is and has been very helpful to those of us who are planning retirement. Keep up the good work.I think that your site is and has been very helpful to those of us who are planning retirement. Keep up the good work.I think that your site is and has been very helpful to those of us who are planning retirement. Keep up the good work.
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there are different phases of retirement, likely will make different housing choices as we agethere are different phases of retirement, likely will make different housing choices as we agethere are different phases of retirement, likely will make different housing choices as we agethere are different phases of retirement, likely will make different housing choices as we age
I just hope I don't have to sell whatever I own so I can continue to live in an economy that in growing less and less unfriendly financially to seniors.I just hope I don't have to sell whatever I own so I can continue to live in an economy that in growing less and less unfriendly financially to seniors.I just hope I don't have to sell whatever I own so I can continue to live in an economy that in growing less and less unfriendly financially to seniors.I just hope I don't have to sell whatever I own so I can continue to live in an economy that in growing less and less unfriendly financially to seniors.
want a community but a degree of privacy.want a community but a degree of privacy.want a community but a degree of privacy.want a community but a degree of privacy.
area should have accessible transportation and housingarea should have accessible transportation and housingarea should have accessible transportation and housingarea should have accessible transportation and housing
I would love to find an active adult 55+ community with small 2 bedroom homes rather than apartments, condos, or townhouses.I would love to find an active adult 55+ community with small 2 bedroom homes rather than apartments, condos, or townhouses.I would love to find an active adult 55+ community with small 2 bedroom homes rather than apartments, condos, or townhouses.I would love to find an active adult 55+ community with small 2 bedroom homes rather than apartments, condos, or townhouses.
No, not at this time but, I'm finding in searching for the right
community for me, its hard to find one that fits my budget and
amendities that I don't need so I'm weighing the pros and cons.
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7 and 6
We are currently heading to Asheville for a month to try and determine if it's the right place for us. We have rented a house in the historic district of Montford and plan to do some serious exploring. Our preference is for a small home like a bungalow or cottage with some yard and a big wide front porch with pleasant neighbors.We are currently heading to Asheville for a month to try and determine if it's the right place for us. We have rented a house in the historic district of Montford and plan to do some serious exploring. Our preference is for a small home like a bungalow or cottage with some yard and a big wide front porch with pleasant neighbors.We are currently heading to Asheville for a month to try and determine if it's the right place for us. We have rented a house in the historic district of Montford and plan to do some serious exploring. Our preference is for a small home like a bungalow or cottage with some yard and a big wide front porch with pleasant neighbors.We are currently heading to Asheville for a month to try and determine if it's the right place for us. We have rented a house in the historic district of Montford and plan to do some serious exploring. Our preference is for a small home like a bungalow or cottage with some yard and a big wide front porch with pleasant neighbors.
Just want to have fun and make new friends.Just want to have fun and make new friends.Just want to have fun and make new friends.Just want to have fun and make new friends.
Where we retire to really based on where our children and grandchildren are!!Where we retire to really based on where our children and grandchildren are!!Where we retire to really based on where our children and grandchildren are!!Where we retire to really based on where our children and grandchildren are!!
We want our permanent home to be in a low tax state that's warm in the winter months and we'll use our 5th wheel as our home for the five warm months around Denver, Colorado where our kids live.We want our permanent home to be in a low tax state that's warm in the winter months and we'll use our 5th wheel as our home for the five warm months around Denver, Colorado where our kids live.We want our permanent home to be in a low tax state that's warm in the winter months and we'll use our 5th wheel as our home for the five warm months around Denver, Colorado where our kids live.We want our permanent home to be in a low tax state that's warm in the winter months and we'll use our 5th wheel as our home for the five warm months around Denver, Colorado where our kids live.
For our current "condition", where we live is perfect!For our current "condition", where we live is perfect!For our current "condition", where we live is perfect!For our current "condition", where we live is perfect!
walk in showers in every bathroom(no tubs). No stairs of any type. Wide doors to accommodate wheelchairs etc. Efficient appliances and heating and cooling systems.walk in showers in every bathroom(no tubs). No stairs of any type. Wide doors to accommodate wheelchairs etc. Efficient appliances and heating and cooling systems.walk in showers in every bathroom(no tubs). No stairs of any type. Wide doors to accommodate wheelchairs etc. Efficient appliances and heating and cooling systems.walk in showers in every bathroom(no tubs). No stairs of any type. Wide doors to accommodate wheelchairs etc. Efficient appliances and heating and cooling systems.
Although we are going to get a traditional house, it will be smaller (6,500 sq ft to maybe 4,000) with master on main and in-law apt in case we need to care for family.

We are tennis players and are moving to a very active tennis community in the Atlanta suburbs (Peachtree City).

Peachtree City is about 40,000 population so has most elements of civilization, but is focused on cart/bike paths so you can reach pretty much everything by bike in our case or golf cart for many.

Although we are going to get a traditional house, it will be smaller (6,500 sq ft to maybe 4,000) with master on main and in-law apt in case we need to care for family.
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Although we are going to get a traditional house, it will be smaller (6,500 sq ft to maybe 4,000) with master on main and in-law apt in case we need to care for family.
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Although we are going to get a traditional house, it will be smaller (6,500 sq ft to maybe 4,000) with master on main and in-law apt in case we need to care for family.

We are tennis players and are moving to a very active tennis community in the Atlanta suburbs (Peachtree City).

Peachtree City is about 40,000 population so has most elements of civilization, but is focused on cart/bike paths so you can reach pretty much everything by bike in our case or golf cart for many.
I want to be in an area/community that has choices for stores, shopping, theaters, movies, etc.  I want sidewalks, libraries, health club, public transportation, taxis, good medical care.  Activities for people who do not have partners.  I have often thought about a place that I can own (Villa), then as my needs change due age or health I could just move on to the next level of housing within the community.  I like seasons, not too wintery.  Virginia is beautiful, expecially in the Hampton Roads, VA Beach, Williamsburg area. I live in a small town now, and do not want to live in another one.I want to be in an area/community that has choices for stores, shopping, theaters, movies, etc.  I want sidewalks, libraries, health club, public transportation, taxis, good medical care.  Activities for people who do not have partners.  I have often thought about a place that I can own (Villa), then as my needs change due age or health I could just move on to the next level of housing within the community.  I like seasons, not too wintery.  Virginia is beautiful, expecially in the Hampton Roads, VA Beach, Williamsburg area. I live in a small town now, and do not want to live in another one.I want to be in an area/community that has choices for stores, shopping, theaters, movies, etc.  I want sidewalks, libraries, health club, public transportation, taxis, good medical care.  Activities for people who do not have partners.  I have often thought about a place that I can own (Villa), then as my needs change due age or health I could just move on to the next level of housing within the community.  I like seasons, not too wintery.  Virginia is beautiful, expecially in the Hampton Roads, VA Beach, Williamsburg area. I live in a small town now, and do not want to live in another one.I want to be in an area/community that has choices for stores, shopping, theaters, movies, etc.  I want sidewalks, libraries, health club, public transportation, taxis, good medical care.  Activities for people who do not have partners.  I have often thought about a place that I can own (Villa), then as my needs change due age or health I could just move on to the next level of housing within the community.  I like seasons, not too wintery.  Virginia is beautiful, expecially in the Hampton Roads, VA Beach, Williamsburg area. I live in a small town now, and do not want to live in another one.
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Tiny Houses seem to be very interestingTiny Houses seem to be very interestingTiny Houses seem to be very interestingTiny Houses seem to be very interesting
Assuming we relocate in the south, Arizona, Nevada, or Utah, we will want a pool!  Also must have opportunity for flower gardening of some kind, even if only patio plants.Assuming we relocate in the south, Arizona, Nevada, or Utah, we will want a pool!  Also must have opportunity for flower gardening of some kind, even if only patio plants.Assuming we relocate in the south, Arizona, Nevada, or Utah, we will want a pool!  Also must have opportunity for flower gardening of some kind, even if only patio plants.Assuming we relocate in the south, Arizona, Nevada, or Utah, we will want a pool!  Also must have opportunity for flower gardening of some kind, even if only patio plants.
We think and hope "green" housing concept catches on more as time goes on, and we are hoping the boomers are once again leading a small but growing movement.  It would be a natural progression from our earth-day walkathons :-) and we hope our generation helps this movement become the new norm for housing.We think and hope "green" housing concept catches on more as time goes on, and we are hoping the boomers are once again leading a small but growing movement.  It would be a natural progression from our earth-day walkathons :-) and we hope our generation helps this movement become the new norm for housing.We think and hope "green" housing concept catches on more as time goes on, and we are hoping the boomers are once again leading a small but growing movement.  It would be a natural progression from our earth-day walkathons :-) and we hope our generation helps this movement become the new norm for housing.We think and hope "green" housing concept catches on more as time goes on, and we are hoping the boomers are once again leading a small but growing movement.  It would be a natural progression from our earth-day walkathons :-) and we hope our generation helps this movement become the new norm for housing.
There really need to be more single-story, smaller separate dwellings -- 1200 to 1500 square feet is plenty adequate for a couple ... and with no common walls for both privacy and peace.There really need to be more single-story, smaller separate dwellings -- 1200 to 1500 square feet is plenty adequate for a couple ... and with no common walls for both privacy and peace.There really need to be more single-story, smaller separate dwellings -- 1200 to 1500 square feet is plenty adequate for a couple ... and with no common walls for both privacy and peace.There really need to be more single-story, smaller separate dwellings -- 1200 to 1500 square feet is plenty adequate for a couple ... and with no common walls for both privacy and peace.
good luck with the survey. If you ever want to do an article on how difficult it is for older workers to get jobs (and how the EEOC and AARP are not the answer) let me know. I have done some research. You would need to give me your email address, however, as I have some attachments to send.good luck with the survey. If you ever want to do an article on how difficult it is for older workers to get jobs (and how the EEOC and AARP are not the answer) let me know. I have done some research. You would need to give me your email address, however, as I have some attachments to send.good luck with the survey. If you ever want to do an article on how difficult it is for older workers to get jobs (and how the EEOC and AARP are not the answer) let me know. I have done some research. You would need to give me your email address, however, as I have some attachments to send.good luck with the survey. If you ever want to do an article on how difficult it is for older workers to get jobs (and how the EEOC and AARP are not the answer) let me know. I have done some research. You would need to give me your email address, however, as I have some attachments to send.
no
My choice will be warm, have low taxes, have interesting things to do close by, have reasonable housing costs and good health care available.My choice will be warm, have low taxes, have interesting things to do close by, have reasonable housing costs and good health care available.My choice will be warm, have low taxes, have interesting things to do close by, have reasonable housing costs and good health care available.My choice will be warm, have low taxes, have interesting things to do close by, have reasonable housing costs and good health care available.
Our retirement area should be one in which we can have adequate public or group transportation if we can no longer drive, have medical facilities and hospitals close, and shopping close.Our retirement area should be one in which we can have adequate public or group transportation if we can no longer drive, have medical facilities and hospitals close, and shopping close.Our retirement area should be one in which we can have adequate public or group transportation if we can no longer drive, have medical facilities and hospitals close, and shopping close.Our retirement area should be one in which we can have adequate public or group transportation if we can no longer drive, have medical facilities and hospitals close, and shopping close.
One story, no HOA, no CDA, low taxes - property, favourable to seniors, low crime rate little or no snow - does not have to be in the USOne story, no HOA, no CDA, low taxes - property, favourable to seniors, low crime rate little or no snow - does not have to be in the USOne story, no HOA, no CDA, low taxes - property, favourable to seniors, low crime rate little or no snow - does not have to be in the USOne story, no HOA, no CDA, low taxes - property, favourable to seniors, low crime rate little or no snow - does not have to be in the US
Looking for  an affordable, safe, and active 55 + community.Looking for  an affordable, safe, and active 55 + community.Looking for  an affordable, safe, and active 55 + community.Looking for  an affordable, safe, and active 55 + community.
Like having home that is easynon upkeep and maintenance. Library and community offerings , and restaurants are niceLike having home that is easynon upkeep and maintenance. Library and community offerings , and restaurants are niceLike having home that is easynon upkeep and maintenance. Library and community offerings , and restaurants are niceLike having home that is easynon upkeep and maintenance. Library and community offerings , and restaurants are nice
get off long islandget off long island
Our present home is 1 story 4 bedroom brick house. It is about 2100 square feet and I reckon the next home will be similar except I would consider having a basement as well.Our present home is 1 story 4 bedroom brick house. It is about 2100 square feet and I reckon the next home will be similar except I would consider having a basement as well.Our present home is 1 story 4 bedroom brick house. It is about 2100 square feet and I reckon the next home will be similar except I would consider having a basement as well.Our present home is 1 story 4 bedroom brick house. It is about 2100 square feet and I reckon the next home will be similar except I would consider having a basement as well.
we will most likely move to 55+ mobile home parkwe will most likely move to 55+ mobile home parkwe will most likely move to 55+ mobile home parkwe will most likely move to 55+ mobile home park
Prefer active adult +55 community, one story house, for safety, accessibility, amenities, close to services, public transportation, family, and ease of travel. Moving from a small rural town and a huge house.Prefer active adult +55 community, one story house, for safety, accessibility, amenities, close to services, public transportation, family, and ease of travel. Moving from a small rural town and a huge house.Prefer active adult +55 community, one story house, for safety, accessibility, amenities, close to services, public transportation, family, and ease of travel. Moving from a small rural town and a huge house.Prefer active adult +55 community, one story house, for safety, accessibility, amenities, close to services, public transportation, family, and ease of travel. Moving from a small rural town and a huge house.
No
We love thinking about it and exploring our options.  So many ideas, so many places to go, things to do.  Can't wait!We love thinking about it and exploring our options.  So many ideas, so many places to go, things to do.  Can't wait!We love thinking about it and exploring our options.  So many ideas, so many places to go, things to do.  Can't wait!We love thinking about it and exploring our options.  So many ideas, so many places to go, things to do.  Can't wait!
I believe it is very healthy to live with people in your age bracket.I believe it is very healthy to live with people in your age bracket.I believe it is very healthy to live with people in your age bracket.I believe it is very healthy to live with people in your age bracket.
Access to military base activities for retied military members. Availability Veteran Affairs medical facilities for  veterans.Access to military base activities for retied military members. Availability Veteran Affairs medical facilities for  veterans.Access to military base activities for retied military members. Availability Veteran Affairs medical facilities for  veterans.Access to military base activities for retied military members. Availability Veteran Affairs medical facilities for  veterans.
I would like to retire to a country-like subdivision that is fairly close to a nice-sized town.  The subdivision would have 2-3 acre lots, and lots of trees and privacy.  It would also have an area with small homes and tiny yards we could move to when we can't keep up the acreage and house any longer.  It would have a community center to get together with other people, planned activities and several amenities like a pool, tennis court, safe walking trails, etc.  You can be around other people when you want, and you can have your privacy when you want.  However, don't want to have HOA fees!  Don't know how to get past that.I would like to retire to a country-like subdivision that is fairly close to a nice-sized town.  The subdivision would have 2-3 acre lots, and lots of trees and privacy.  It would also have an area with small homes and tiny yards we could move to when we can't keep up the acreage and house any longer.  It would have a community center to get together with other people, planned activities and several amenities like a pool, tennis court, safe walking trails, etc.  You can be around other people when you want, and you can have your privacy when you want.  However, don't want to have HOA fees!  Don't know how to get past that.I would like to retire to a country-like subdivision that is fairly close to a nice-sized town.  The subdivision would have 2-3 acre lots, and lots of trees and privacy.  It would also have an area with small homes and tiny yards we could move to when we can't keep up the acreage and house any longer.  It would have a community center to get together with other people, planned activities and several amenities like a pool, tennis court, safe walking trails, etc.  You can be around other people when you want, and you can have your privacy when you want.  However, don't want to have HOA fees!  Don't know how to get past that.I would like to retire to a country-like subdivision that is fairly close to a nice-sized town.  The subdivision would have 2-3 acre lots, and lots of trees and privacy.  It would also have an area with small homes and tiny yards we could move to when we can't keep up the acreage and house any longer.  It would have a community center to get together with other people, planned activities and several amenities like a pool, tennis court, safe walking trails, etc.  You can be around other people when you want, and you can have your privacy when you want.  However, don't want to have HOA fees!  Don't know how to get past that.
I want a place that is warm where I can walk daily with my dog.  And that I do not have any maintanance to worry about.  General cleaning is okay, but painting, shoveling, mowing hills, and I nolonger can fix things for myself.I want a place that is warm where I can walk daily with my dog.  And that I do not have any maintanance to worry about.  General cleaning is okay, but painting, shoveling, mowing hills, and I nolonger can fix things for myself.I want a place that is warm where I can walk daily with my dog.  And that I do not have any maintanance to worry about.  General cleaning is okay, but painting, shoveling, mowing hills, and I nolonger can fix things for myself.I want a place that is warm where I can walk daily with my dog.  And that I do not have any maintanance to worry about.  General cleaning is okay, but painting, shoveling, mowing hills, and I nolonger can fix things for myself.
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No.
Our home is paid for, we built it new 15 years ago. If we relocate out of this snowy cold hi-tax state, we have no clue where we will go, or what we might want as housing.

I am disabled from a stroke 17 years ago, don't want stairs but worked until 60 and retired from Fed employment.

Financially ok (we think), but time will be the judge of that assumption.
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Financially ok (we think), but time will be the judge of that assumption.
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Our home is paid for, we built it new 15 years ago. If we relocate out of this snowy cold hi-tax state, we have no clue where we will go, or what we might want as housing.

I am disabled from a stroke 17 years ago, don't want stairs but worked until 60 and retired from Fed employment.

Financially ok (we think), but time will be the judge of that assumption.
Prefer a sunny location with activitiesPrefer a sunny location with activitiesPrefer a sunny location with activitiesPrefer a sunny location with activities
I wish you would give more info on senior retirement communities (not active ones where you buy a house and a clubhouse)--many of us need them, many of us hate half of what we find--told when to eat, when they will convey us to the doctor, etc. I'd like more info about the good ones. I'd also like to know why this is the one category of housing where prices are basically the same wherever I look. Boise, ID costs as much as San Diego.I wish you would give more info on senior retirement communities (not active ones where you buy a house and a clubhouse)--many of us need them, many of us hate half of what we find--told when to eat, when they will convey us to the doctor, etc. I'd like more info about the good ones. I'd also like to know why this is the one category of housing where prices are basically the same wherever I look. Boise, ID costs as much as San Diego.I wish you would give more info on senior retirement communities (not active ones where you buy a house and a clubhouse)--many of us need them, many of us hate half of what we find--told when to eat, when they will convey us to the doctor, etc. I'd like more info about the good ones. I'd also like to know why this is the one category of housing where prices are basically the same wherever I look. Boise, ID costs as much as San Diego.I wish you would give more info on senior retirement communities (not active ones where you buy a house and a clubhouse)--many of us need them, many of us hate half of what we find--told when to eat, when they will convey us to the doctor, etc. I'd like more info about the good ones. I'd also like to know why this is the one category of housing where prices are basically the same wherever I look. Boise, ID costs as much as San Diego.
Need screened pool; city water, a little elbow room around the house; privacy fenceNeed screened pool; city water, a little elbow room around the house; privacy fenceNeed screened pool; city water, a little elbow room around the house; privacy fenceNeed screened pool; city water, a little elbow room around the house; privacy fence
We still have a few years before retirement and have just began to think about it.We still have a few years before retirement and have just began to think about it.We still have a few years before retirement and have just began to think about it.We still have a few years before retirement and have just began to think about it.
Some of the homes we have visited in the 55+ communities do not always offer basements which does not meet our needs.Some of the homes we have visited in the 55+ communities do not always offer basements which does not meet our needs.Some of the homes we have visited in the 55+ communities do not always offer basements which does not meet our needs.Some of the homes we have visited in the 55+ communities do not always offer basements which does not meet our needs.
We would consider a 55 community if we could find one that doesn't include or support golf, but that does include lots of other great outdoor activities.  It is important to us to find a place where the planners have chosen to use limited resources in other ways rather than compounding the environmental problems we are seeing by the use of fertilizers and lawnmowers.

There must be some out there, but so far, I have not been able to find them.

We would consider a 55 community if we could find one that doesn't include or support golf, but that does include lots of other great outdoor activities.  It is important to us to find a place where the planners have chosen to use limited resources in other ways rather than compounding the environmental problems we are seeing by the use of fertilizers and lawnmowers.

There must be some out there, but so far, I have not been able to find them.

We would consider a 55 community if we could find one that doesn't include or support golf, but that does include lots of other great outdoor activities.  It is important to us to find a place where the planners have chosen to use limited resources in other ways rather than compounding the environmental problems we are seeing by the use of fertilizers and lawnmowers.

There must be some out there, but so far, I have not been able to find them.

We would consider a 55 community if we could find one that doesn't include or support golf, but that does include lots of other great outdoor activities.  It is important to us to find a place where the planners have chosen to use limited resources in other ways rather than compounding the environmental problems we are seeing by the use of fertilizers and lawnmowers.

There must be some out there, but so far, I have not been able to find them.
I prefer an older, mixed neighborhood - with the emphasis on neighborhood. ;-)I prefer an older, mixed neighborhood - with the emphasis on neighborhood. ;-)I prefer an older, mixed neighborhood - with the emphasis on neighborhood. ;-)I prefer an older, mixed neighborhood - with the emphasis on neighborhood. ;-)
I would like to explore living in a different location a few months of each year, sharing rentals with friends. The remainder of the year returning to a long term rental or reasonably priced condo.I would like to explore living in a different location a few months of each year, sharing rentals with friends. The remainder of the year returning to a long term rental or reasonably priced condo.I would like to explore living in a different location a few months of each year, sharing rentals with friends. The remainder of the year returning to a long term rental or reasonably priced condo.I would like to explore living in a different location a few months of each year, sharing rentals with friends. The remainder of the year returning to a long term rental or reasonably priced condo.
I really like the model where outside maintenance is no longer my issue.I really like the model where outside maintenance is no longer my issue.I really like the model where outside maintenance is no longer my issue.I really like the model where outside maintenance is no longer my issue.
I want a house that's newer, but smaller than the one I live in now.  It should be low maintenance and have features that make it easy to age in place.  The community should be easy to navigate, with shops and entertainment close to where I live.  The weather should be as ideal as possible - not too hot and not too cold.  I know paradise does not exist, but I want it anyway!I want a house that's newer, but smaller than the one I live in now.  It should be low maintenance and have features that make it easy to age in place.  The community should be easy to navigate, with shops and entertainment close to where I live.  The weather should be as ideal as possible - not too hot and not too cold.  I know paradise does not exist, but I want it anyway!I want a house that's newer, but smaller than the one I live in now.  It should be low maintenance and have features that make it easy to age in place.  The community should be easy to navigate, with shops and entertainment close to where I live.  The weather should be as ideal as possible - not too hot and not too cold.  I know paradise does not exist, but I want it anyway!I want a house that's newer, but smaller than the one I live in now.  It should be low maintenance and have features that make it easy to age in place.  The community should be easy to navigate, with shops and entertainment close to where I live.  The weather should be as ideal as possible - not too hot and not too cold.  I know paradise does not exist, but I want it anyway!
We love where we live.  It is not a retirement type community, but most of us are northerners who moved south.  And about 70% of the neighborhood is retirees or semi-retireds.  We have a great mix of people here and have made phenomenal friends!!  It's great!!We love where we live.  It is not a retirement type community, but most of us are northerners who moved south.  And about 70% of the neighborhood is retirees or semi-retireds.  We have a great mix of people here and have made phenomenal friends!!  It's great!!We love where we live.  It is not a retirement type community, but most of us are northerners who moved south.  And about 70% of the neighborhood is retirees or semi-retireds.  We have a great mix of people here and have made phenomenal friends!!  It's great!!We love where we live.  It is not a retirement type community, but most of us are northerners who moved south.  And about 70% of the neighborhood is retirees or semi-retireds.  We have a great mix of people here and have made phenomenal friends!!  It's great!!
We have a Golden Retriever, who I would NEVER give up just to live in one of these communities. Several that I checked into will only allow little dogs.We have a Golden Retriever, who I would NEVER give up just to live in one of these communities. Several that I checked into will only allow little dogs.We have a Golden Retriever, who I would NEVER give up just to live in one of these communities. Several that I checked into will only allow little dogs.We have a Golden Retriever, who I would NEVER give up just to live in one of these communities. Several that I checked into will only allow little dogs.
#1   #1
warm weatherwarm weather
Need more safe, affordable housing for those of us who have given up living with a car.Need more safe, affordable housing for those of us who have given up living with a car.Need more safe, affordable housing for those of us who have given up living with a car.Need more safe, affordable housing for those of us who have given up living with a car.
Would like to be where it is easy to get out and walk for exercise, pets allowed and a dog park nearby.Would like to be where it is easy to get out and walk for exercise, pets allowed and a dog park nearby.Would like to be where it is easy to get out and walk for exercise, pets allowed and a dog park nearby.Would like to be where it is easy to get out and walk for exercise, pets allowed and a dog park nearby.
I would like low property taxes, and lots of opportunities for different activities, such as kayaking, walking, biking, boating.I would like low property taxes, and lots of opportunities for different activities, such as kayaking, walking, biking, boating.I would like low property taxes, and lots of opportunities for different activities, such as kayaking, walking, biking, boating.I would like low property taxes, and lots of opportunities for different activities, such as kayaking, walking, biking, boating.
55+ community, condo or mfg home55+ community, condo or mfg home55+ community, condo or mfg home55+ community, condo or mfg home
Get single famGet single fam
Should be in a populated area to be available for services offered seniors, a medical center and walking distance to library and grocery stores.  Being close to public transpiration too.Should be in a populated area to be available for services offered seniors, a medical center and walking distance to library and grocery stores.  Being close to public transpiration too.Should be in a populated area to be available for services offered seniors, a medical center and walking distance to library and grocery stores.  Being close to public transpiration too.Should be in a populated area to be available for services offered seniors, a medical center and walking distance to library and grocery stores.  Being close to public transpiration too.
Health is a big factor here.  Prefer a single family, single level home with enough space around us for privacy and enough property to keep busy outside without being a maintenance burden.  Balance is key.Health is a big factor here.  Prefer a single family, single level home with enough space around us for privacy and enough property to keep busy outside without being a maintenance burden.  Balance is key.Health is a big factor here.  Prefer a single family, single level home with enough space around us for privacy and enough property to keep busy outside without being a maintenance burden.  Balance is key.Health is a big factor here.  Prefer a single family, single level home with enough space around us for privacy and enough property to keep busy outside without being a maintenance burden.  Balance is key.
Larger, one story home with 2+ car garage for hobbies and somewhat away from nosy neighbors.  I value my freedom and my independence!Larger, one story home with 2+ car garage for hobbies and somewhat away from nosy neighbors.  I value my freedom and my independence!Larger, one story home with 2+ car garage for hobbies and somewhat away from nosy neighbors.  I value my freedom and my independence!Larger, one story home with 2+ car garage for hobbies and somewhat away from nosy neighbors.  I value my freedom and my independence!
Nothing.
While I am still alive and able, I prefer to live in an active retirement community.  I enjoy lawnbowling, bocce ball and shuffleboard.  Presently, I stay in southern Arizona in the winter and in the Pacific Northwest in the summer.  So while I am able to travel, I will live in two places during the year.  We chase the weather and the activites.While I am still alive and able, I prefer to live in an active retirement community.  I enjoy lawnbowling, bocce ball and shuffleboard.  Presently, I stay in southern Arizona in the winter and in the Pacific Northwest in the summer.  So while I am able to travel, I will live in two places during the year.  We chase the weather and the activites.While I am still alive and able, I prefer to live in an active retirement community.  I enjoy lawnbowling, bocce ball and shuffleboard.  Presently, I stay in southern Arizona in the winter and in the Pacific Northwest in the summer.  So while I am able to travel, I will live in two places during the year.  We chase the weather and the activites.While I am still alive and able, I prefer to live in an active retirement community.  I enjoy lawnbowling, bocce ball and shuffleboard.  Presently, I stay in southern Arizona in the winter and in the Pacific Northwest in the summer.  So while I am able to travel, I will live in two places during the year.  We chase the weather and the activites.
#3-55 or adult active community 
#4-1 story home
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Nursing homes and retirement communities will be obsolete in the future  I would love to live in a community of English type small cottages with all the amenitie of a large home.Nursing homes and retirement communities will be obsolete in the future  I would love to live in a community of English type small cottages with all the amenitie of a large home.Nursing homes and retirement communities will be obsolete in the future  I would love to live in a community of English type small cottages with all the amenitie of a large home.Nursing homes and retirement communities will be obsolete in the future  I would love to live in a community of English type small cottages with all the amenitie of a large home.
2,3
One story eliminates stairs, a dangerous item for people as they age.  Our home comes with a 20 paid lease on a solar system.  The monthly dues of $349 pay for the club, pools, recreation facilities, mowing, spraying of the lawn, phone, cable, internet, and security system.  Our current home costs are about $550 a month for all those items including electric.  We see living there as a cost savings plus eliminating all the stuff we keep in the garage for yard maintenance.  We will be less than 2000 feet from the pool and gym and will walk there almost daily.  Two other factors were key from the start, live in a warm climate, and live near the wife's sister.  The plan was to move in summer of 2014, but the 20 year paid lease on the solar system by the seller to get the community going was also a key factor.  We don't expect the free 20 year lease on the solar system to be offered in 2014.One story eliminates stairs, a dangerous item for people as they age.  Our home comes with a 20 paid lease on a solar system.  The monthly dues of $349 pay for the club, pools, recreation facilities, mowing, spraying of the lawn, phone, cable, internet, and security system.  Our current home costs are about $550 a month for all those items including electric.  We see living there as a cost savings plus eliminating all the stuff we keep in the garage for yard maintenance.  We will be less than 2000 feet from the pool and gym and will walk there almost daily.  Two other factors were key from the start, live in a warm climate, and live near the wife's sister.  The plan was to move in summer of 2014, but the 20 year paid lease on the solar system by the seller to get the community going was also a key factor.  We don't expect the free 20 year lease on the solar system to be offered in 2014.One story eliminates stairs, a dangerous item for people as they age.  Our home comes with a 20 paid lease on a solar system.  The monthly dues of $349 pay for the club, pools, recreation facilities, mowing, spraying of the lawn, phone, cable, internet, and security system.  Our current home costs are about $550 a month for all those items including electric.  We see living there as a cost savings plus eliminating all the stuff we keep in the garage for yard maintenance.  We will be less than 2000 feet from the pool and gym and will walk there almost daily.  Two other factors were key from the start, live in a warm climate, and live near the wife's sister.  The plan was to move in summer of 2014, but the 20 year paid lease on the solar system by the seller to get the community going was also a key factor.  We don't expect the free 20 year lease on the solar system to be offered in 2014.One story eliminates stairs, a dangerous item for people as they age.  Our home comes with a 20 paid lease on a solar system.  The monthly dues of $349 pay for the club, pools, recreation facilities, mowing, spraying of the lawn, phone, cable, internet, and security system.  Our current home costs are about $550 a month for all those items including electric.  We see living there as a cost savings plus eliminating all the stuff we keep in the garage for yard maintenance.  We will be less than 2000 feet from the pool and gym and will walk there almost daily.  Two other factors were key from the start, live in a warm climate, and live near the wife's sister.  The plan was to move in summer of 2014, but the 20 year paid lease on the solar system by the seller to get the community going was also a key factor.  We don't expect the free 20 year lease on the solar system to be offered in 2014.
I'd like a small villa (2 bedroom and den), very open style with high ceilings, near water with lo9ts of activities - other than golf.I'd like a small villa (2 bedroom and den), very open style with high ceilings, near water with lo9ts of activities - other than golf.I'd like a small villa (2 bedroom and den), very open style with high ceilings, near water with lo9ts of activities - other than golf.I'd like a small villa (2 bedroom and den), very open style with high ceilings, near water with lo9ts of activities - other than golf.
I would love to see a variety of communities catering to singles, couples, young retirees and old retirees, integrated and will a lot of activities.I would love to see a variety of communities catering to singles, couples, young retirees and old retirees, integrated and will a lot of activities.I would love to see a variety of communities catering to singles, couples, young retirees and old retirees, integrated and will a lot of activities.I would love to see a variety of communities catering to singles, couples, young retirees and old retirees, integrated and will a lot of activities.
I would love to live in a small town in New England where there is low taxes and it will be affordable.I would love to live in a small town in New England where there is low taxes and it will be affordable.I would love to live in a small town in New England where there is low taxes and it will be affordable.I would love to live in a small town in New England where there is low taxes and it will be affordable.
Needs to be affordable.Needs to be affordable.Needs to be affordable.
Low maintenace manageble house one story with low property taxes and Low
POA fees
Low maintenace manageble house one story with low property taxes and Low
POA fees
Low maintenace manageble house one story with low property taxes and Low
POA fees
Low maintenace manageble house one story with low property taxes and Low
POA fees
When reading posts on this website, I am struck by the thought that we all want the same things - healthy living, health care, social and recreational opportunities, safety, friends - but that desire has many different forms. When researching online for retirement housing/communities, I find many different attempts at creating a managed community. Some more successful than others, but all seem to have a "Disneyland" feel to it in the planning, arranging, landscaping, appearance and sameness. Maybe it's just my projection onto these communities. I am willing to visit some, perhaps even willing to live in one, but I would want it to be a traditional generation community with people of all ages.When reading posts on this website, I am struck by the thought that we all want the same things - healthy living, health care, social and recreational opportunities, safety, friends - but that desire has many different forms. When researching online for retirement housing/communities, I find many different attempts at creating a managed community. Some more successful than others, but all seem to have a "Disneyland" feel to it in the planning, arranging, landscaping, appearance and sameness. Maybe it's just my projection onto these communities. I am willing to visit some, perhaps even willing to live in one, but I would want it to be a traditional generation community with people of all ages.When reading posts on this website, I am struck by the thought that we all want the same things - healthy living, health care, social and recreational opportunities, safety, friends - but that desire has many different forms. When researching online for retirement housing/communities, I find many different attempts at creating a managed community. Some more successful than others, but all seem to have a "Disneyland" feel to it in the planning, arranging, landscaping, appearance and sameness. Maybe it's just my projection onto these communities. I am willing to visit some, perhaps even willing to live in one, but I would want it to be a traditional generation community with people of all ages.When reading posts on this website, I am struck by the thought that we all want the same things - healthy living, health care, social and recreational opportunities, safety, friends - but that desire has many different forms. When researching online for retirement housing/communities, I find many different attempts at creating a managed community. Some more successful than others, but all seem to have a "Disneyland" feel to it in the planning, arranging, landscaping, appearance and sameness. Maybe it's just my projection onto these communities. I am willing to visit some, perhaps even willing to live in one, but I would want it to be a traditional generation community with people of all ages.
One floor living, near a college or university, good hospitals, reasonable cost of living, quality law enforcement agencies in the area, cannot have massive traffic problems like Washington DC Atlanta, DFW, Miami, and Phoenix- Peoria-Glendale.One floor living, near a college or university, good hospitals, reasonable cost of living, quality law enforcement agencies in the area, cannot have massive traffic problems like Washington DC Atlanta, DFW, Miami, and Phoenix- Peoria-Glendale.One floor living, near a college or university, good hospitals, reasonable cost of living, quality law enforcement agencies in the area, cannot have massive traffic problems like Washington DC Atlanta, DFW, Miami, and Phoenix- Peoria-Glendale.One floor living, near a college or university, good hospitals, reasonable cost of living, quality law enforcement agencies in the area, cannot have massive traffic problems like Washington DC Atlanta, DFW, Miami, and Phoenix- Peoria-Glendale.
A semi gated community with single homes with less requirement and you own the property.A semi gated community with single homes with less requirement and you own the property.A semi gated community with single homes with less requirement and you own the property.A semi gated community with single homes with less requirement and you own the property.
Q3. Small town
Q4. 1Story home
Q3. Small town
Q4. 1Story home
q3 - 1
Q4 - 1
Large city, townhouse, patio home.  Gated, 55+ community, low maintinance, solid HOA.Large city, townhouse, patio home.  Gated, 55+ community, low maintinance, solid HOA.Large city, townhouse, patio home.  Gated, 55+ community, low maintinance, solid HOA.Large city, townhouse, patio home.  Gated, 55+ community, low maintinance, solid HOA.
I would like an elder, intergenerational cohousing situation....people with similar interests. Every age needs to connect with the young and the old....I would like an elder, intergenerational cohousing situation....people with similar interests. Every age needs to connect with the young and the old....I would like an elder, intergenerational cohousing situation....people with similar interests. Every age needs to connect with the young and the old....I would like an elder, intergenerational cohousing situation....people with similar interests. Every age needs to connect with the young and the old....
There are things I like about communities and other things I don't. Having people live so close to you and you have no privacy is not that good. Having lots to do is good but fees can go up is not so good. Places can get run down if upkeep is not good too. There are always pros and cons.  It's a hard decision for most because change can always happen and you have to deal with these changes too.There are things I like about communities and other things I don't. Having people live so close to you and you have no privacy is not that good. Having lots to do is good but fees can go up is not so good. Places can get run down if upkeep is not good too. There are always pros and cons.  It's a hard decision for most because change can always happen and you have to deal with these changes too.There are things I like about communities and other things I don't. Having people live so close to you and you have no privacy is not that good. Having lots to do is good but fees can go up is not so good. Places can get run down if upkeep is not good too. There are always pros and cons.  It's a hard decision for most because change can always happen and you have to deal with these changes too.There are things I like about communities and other things I don't. Having people live so close to you and you have no privacy is not that good. Having lots to do is good but fees can go up is not so good. Places can get run down if upkeep is not good too. There are always pros and cons.  It's a hard decision for most because change can always happen and you have to deal with these changes too.
Got horses, got dogs,like to grill, make noise.  
Where will I park my horse trailer? Airplane?
Got horses, got dogs,like to grill, make noise.  
Where will I park my horse trailer? Airplane?
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Got horses, got dogs,like to grill, make noise.  
Where will I park my horse trailer? Airplane?
Not really
Regular town
Condo
Regular town
Condo
My community does all outside maintenance including lawn care, painting, roof and exterior repair.  This is the best set up as seniors become very old and cannot do or afford to deal with repair men.  The less an elderly senior has to worry about, the better.My community does all outside maintenance including lawn care, painting, roof and exterior repair.  This is the best set up as seniors become very old and cannot do or afford to deal with repair men.  The less an elderly senior has to worry about, the better.My community does all outside maintenance including lawn care, painting, roof and exterior repair.  This is the best set up as seniors become very old and cannot do or afford to deal with repair men.  The less an elderly senior has to worry about, the better.My community does all outside maintenance including lawn care, painting, roof and exterior repair.  This is the best set up as seniors become very old and cannot do or afford to deal with repair men.  The less an elderly senior has to worry about, the better.
Warm climate, not too expensive, near coastal area, e/se U.S.Warm climate, not too expensive, near coastal area, e/se U.S.Warm climate, not too expensive, near coastal area, e/se U.S.Warm climate, not too expensive, near coastal area, e/se U.S.
Wish us luck in finding "our" active senior complex.  Those I've gone to so far have lots and lots of little old people whose day is spent sitting in the lobby or community center......not very active.Wish us luck in finding "our" active senior complex.  Those I've gone to so far have lots and lots of little old people whose day is spent sitting in the lobby or community center......not very active.Wish us luck in finding "our" active senior complex.  Those I've gone to so far have lots and lots of little old people whose day is spent sitting in the lobby or community center......not very active.Wish us luck in finding "our" active senior complex.  Those I've gone to so far have lots and lots of little old people whose day is spent sitting in the lobby or community center......not very active.
Yes, please Publish more information about Communities that Offer Mix Housing (ie: Rentals,Lease Options by Builders or Mgmt Companies). We know there are these Types of Communities as well as Mixed type Housing avail But You Guys need to Publish this information.Yes, please Publish more information about Communities that Offer Mix Housing (ie: Rentals,Lease Options by Builders or Mgmt Companies). We know there are these Types of Communities as well as Mixed type Housing avail But You Guys need to Publish this information.Yes, please Publish more information about Communities that Offer Mix Housing (ie: Rentals,Lease Options by Builders or Mgmt Companies). We know there are these Types of Communities as well as Mixed type Housing avail But You Guys need to Publish this information.Yes, please Publish more information about Communities that Offer Mix Housing (ie: Rentals,Lease Options by Builders or Mgmt Companies). We know there are these Types of Communities as well as Mixed type Housing avail But You Guys need to Publish this information.
In your 40s, you have no idea of the value a single story home will have in your 60s.  For 10 years now, we have realized that we will have to install a chairlift on our stairs.In your 40s, you have no idea of the value a single story home will have in your 60s.  For 10 years now, we have realized that we will have to install a chairlift on our stairs.In your 40s, you have no idea of the value a single story home will have in your 60s.  For 10 years now, we have realized that we will have to install a chairlift on our stairs.In your 40s, you have no idea of the value a single story home will have in your 60s.  For 10 years now, we have realized that we will have to install a chairlift on our stairs.
Would like to live in a warm climate, peaceful community that is affordable for those on a fixed income.Would like to live in a warm climate, peaceful community that is affordable for those on a fixed income.Would like to live in a warm climate, peaceful community that is affordable for those on a fixed income.Would like to live in a warm climate, peaceful community that is affordable for those on a fixed income.
Must be close to military facilitiesMust be close to military facilitiesMust be close to military facilities
Area with opportunities for spending time in nature whether hiking, biking, walking, just sitting and watching the birds.
One story home - you don't want stairs at older age.
Area not just seniors, though can be necessary to avoid blasting teenage sound systems.
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Area with opportunities for spending time in nature whether hiking, biking, walking, just sitting and watching the birds.
One story home - you don't want stairs at older age.
Area not just seniors, though can be necessary to avoid blasting teenage sound systems.
Yes, pollution free, no fracking or pesticides. Getting back to basicYes, pollution free, no fracking or pesticides. Getting back to basicYes, pollution free, no fracking or pesticides. Getting back to basicYes, pollution free, no fracking or pesticides. Getting back to basic
I would love to see a list of places with my requirements. Are there any places that would have it all?I would love to see a list of places with my requirements. Are there any places that would have it all?I would love to see a list of places with my requirements. Are there any places that would have it all?I would love to see a list of places with my requirements. Are there any places that would have it all?
No homeowners associationNo homeowners associationNo homeowners association
Like and am looking for communities that have cluster homes as that gives you more privacy as well as space yet close enough to neighbors to know them.Like and am looking for communities that have cluster homes as that gives you more privacy as well as space yet close enough to neighbors to know them.Like and am looking for communities that have cluster homes as that gives you more privacy as well as space yet close enough to neighbors to know them.Like and am looking for communities that have cluster homes as that gives you more privacy as well as space yet close enough to neighbors to know them.
first floor master bedroom and walk in, no squeegee showerfirst floor master bedroom and walk in, no squeegee showerfirst floor master bedroom and walk in, no squeegee showerfirst floor master bedroom and walk in, no squeegee shower
You did not ask anything about health care.  As we consider retirement
venues we do consider this issue.  We don't want to travel an hour
to a hospital.
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Clearly one story, clearly smaller than working years & with favorable views to relax with.Clearly one story, clearly smaller than working years & with favorable views to relax with.Clearly one story, clearly smaller than working years & with favorable views to relax with.Clearly one story, clearly smaller than working years & with favorable views to relax with.
There definitely needs to be more senior housing for LGBT people or at least there need to be communities that are openly accepting.There definitely needs to be more senior housing for LGBT people or at least there need to be communities that are openly accepting.There definitely needs to be more senior housing for LGBT people or at least there need to be communities that are openly accepting.There definitely needs to be more senior housing for LGBT people or at least there need to be communities that are openly accepting.
I am still exploring possibilities in various placesI am still exploring possibilities in various placesI am still exploring possibilities in various placesI am still exploring possibilities in various places
I am a single female and will also be seriously looking at security features.  I also love gardening, so I will want at least a small patch of land to tend.  Because of my pets, I tend to prefer low maintenance flooring, an open layout and lots of windows to let the sunshine in.I am a single female and will also be seriously looking at security features.  I also love gardening, so I will want at least a small patch of land to tend.  Because of my pets, I tend to prefer low maintenance flooring, an open layout and lots of windows to let the sunshine in.I am a single female and will also be seriously looking at security features.  I also love gardening, so I will want at least a small patch of land to tend.  Because of my pets, I tend to prefer low maintenance flooring, an open layout and lots of windows to let the sunshine in.I am a single female and will also be seriously looking at security features.  I also love gardening, so I will want at least a small patch of land to tend.  Because of my pets, I tend to prefer low maintenance flooring, an open layout and lots of windows to let the sunshine in.
I would like to live somewhere I could take classes and continue to learn and grow, that's why I would be interested in a college town.I would like to live somewhere I could take classes and continue to learn and grow, that's why I would be interested in a college town.I would like to live somewhere I could take classes and continue to learn and grow, that's why I would be interested in a college town.I would like to live somewhere I could take classes and continue to learn and grow, that's why I would be interested in a college town.
Want a walkable community, a single-level home with low maintenance, near amenities and medical centers and an Air Force base, warm weatherWant a walkable community, a single-level home with low maintenance, near amenities and medical centers and an Air Force base, warm weatherWant a walkable community, a single-level home with low maintenance, near amenities and medical centers and an Air Force base, warm weatherWant a walkable community, a single-level home with low maintenance, near amenities and medical centers and an Air Force base, warm weather
should be more affordable for those that don't have much of a retirement.  Residential construction was/is one of the places that didn't provide retirement to it's employees from when my husband started back in the mid 50's to when he retired.should be more affordable for those that don't have much of a retirement.  Residential construction was/is one of the places that didn't provide retirement to it's employees from when my husband started back in the mid 50's to when he retired.should be more affordable for those that don't have much of a retirement.  Residential construction was/is one of the places that didn't provide retirement to it's employees from when my husband started back in the mid 50's to when he retired.should be more affordable for those that don't have much of a retirement.  Residential construction was/is one of the places that didn't provide retirement to it's employees from when my husband started back in the mid 50's to when he retired.
looking towards arizona like baseball basketball and football plus golflooking towards arizona like baseball basketball and football plus golflooking towards arizona like baseball basketball and football plus golflooking towards arizona like baseball basketball and football plus golf
safety should be a priority, cost of upkeep should be a factor and ability to buy groceries and other shopping needs should be considered.safety should be a priority, cost of upkeep should be a factor and ability to buy groceries and other shopping needs should be considered.safety should be a priority, cost of upkeep should be a factor and ability to buy groceries and other shopping needs should be considered.safety should be a priority, cost of upkeep should be a factor and ability to buy groceries and other shopping needs should be considered.
Don't understand why builders haven't started providing a Cape Cod style home with TWO master bedroom suites on the first floor with guest quarters on the second floor.  A high percentage of couples do not sllep in the same room so who gets the MBR?Don't understand why builders haven't started providing a Cape Cod style home with TWO master bedroom suites on the first floor with guest quarters on the second floor.  A high percentage of couples do not sllep in the same room so who gets the MBR?Don't understand why builders haven't started providing a Cape Cod style home with TWO master bedroom suites on the first floor with guest quarters on the second floor.  A high percentage of couples do not sllep in the same room so who gets the MBR?Don't understand why builders haven't started providing a Cape Cod style home with TWO master bedroom suites on the first floor with guest quarters on the second floor.  A high percentage of couples do not sllep in the same room so who gets the MBR?
Need to move someplace with lower taxes.  Property taxes where we are are now more than our mortgage.  We're throwing money away every month.  Services are fine; school district is poor.Need to move someplace with lower taxes.  Property taxes where we are are now more than our mortgage.  We're throwing money away every month.  Services are fine; school district is poor.Need to move someplace with lower taxes.  Property taxes where we are are now more than our mortgage.  We're throwing money away every month.  Services are fine; school district is poor.Need to move someplace with lower taxes.  Property taxes where we are are now more than our mortgage.  We're throwing money away every month.  Services are fine; school district is poor.
In my community, senior rental housing is filling up faster than it can be built, with years long waiting lists. Would like to see more housing that could be purchased.In my community, senior rental housing is filling up faster than it can be built, with years long waiting lists. Would like to see more housing that could be purchased.In my community, senior rental housing is filling up faster than it can be built, with years long waiting lists. Would like to see more housing that could be purchased.In my community, senior rental housing is filling up faster than it can be built, with years long waiting lists. Would like to see more housing that could be purchased.
I like the idea of a 55 plus, but I also feel the need to have others nearby of ALL age groups.  I have an uncle who has been "warehoused" for years in senior communities due to diminished mental capacities.  Though he went in at around the age of 45, within a year he was using a walker and sounded like he was 90!  Your surroundings do dictate how you will act! Even though he was mentally slow, it was human nature, not his condition that made him this way.  He adapted!
Sad but true.  I also wish in the retirement housing styles that they would have a separate living room and family room.  My wife and I seldom watch the same thing on T.V. at the same time!  A basement for storm safety, with wide stairwells to accommodate future installation in the future of stair lifts. No steps leading into the home, we may be in wheelchairs!  Most I've seen have one to two steps, the community would look tacky very soon when all the ramps are installed! Mainly I'd like to see an all ages community where the 55 plus was on one side and the rest on the other but have common areas (pool, fitness etc.) that were accessible to all ages.
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I like the idea of a 55 plus, but I also feel the need to have others nearby of ALL age groups.  I have an uncle who has been "warehoused" for years in senior communities due to diminished mental capacities.  Though he went in at around the age of 45, within a year he was using a walker and sounded like he was 90!  Your surroundings do dictate how you will act! Even though he was mentally slow, it was human nature, not his condition that made him this way.  He adapted!
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It is very difficult to find one story detached villas. 
Homeowners Associations are similiar to homeowners insurance.  It is uncontrollable inflation factor. Only control you have is to move.

There should be more programs to assist those over 60 to remain in their houses; for instance: business write offs for gratis or greatly reduced upkeep of houses. Teen service hour credit for mowing lawns or small paint jobs with discalimer forms. Discounted security programs for seniors or handi -cap disabled, allow companies tax credit. Biggest is homeowners insurance, everyone needs help.
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Our equation is likely similar to what most people would lay out . . .  

We want employment opportunities and the infrastructure afforded by urban/suburban living; we don't want to have to fuss with traffic congestion like we currently do in Washington, DC; we want culture and entertainment choices available to us; we want an area that is low in crime, particularly crimes against persons; we want an area with pleasing scenery (ocean, lake, woods, yadda, yadda); we want an area where the overall cost of living is not oppressive and taxes are low -- we would prefer a state that does not tax federal retirements; and would we be looking for an overall mild climate so that ice storms and having to shovel snow are not in the picture.  That said, we also don't want to have to abandon our home every year due to hurricane evacuations.
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We live in an extremely rural area, dirt roads and all.  We love gardening, watching the critters who share this life with us and hiking through our woods and hills.  We hope to stay here as long as we can.  Rural living was not one of the choices in this survey.

The tricky decision for us is when is it time for us to move to a situation with more care options available, like a CCRC.
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It is difficult to identify smaller, nicely appointed homes.  We don't want a large home, but still want the luxuries that many smaller homes don't seem to take into account.It is difficult to identify smaller, nicely appointed homes.  We don't want a large home, but still want the luxuries that many smaller homes don't seem to take into account.It is difficult to identify smaller, nicely appointed homes.  We don't want a large home, but still want the luxuries that many smaller homes don't seem to take into account.It is difficult to identify smaller, nicely appointed homes.  We don't want a large home, but still want the luxuries that many smaller homes don't seem to take into account.
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full time rving, and it's a very economical lifestyle  and keeps you busy,full time rving, and it's a very economical lifestyle  and keeps you busy,full time rving, and it's a very economical lifestyle  and keeps you busy,full time rving, and it's a very economical lifestyle  and keeps you busy,
Security, low cost, weather.Security, low cost, weather.Security, low cost, weather.
There does not seem to be any retirement type communities in the SE US except FL.There does not seem to be any retirement type communities in the SE US except FL.There does not seem to be any retirement type communities in the SE US except FL.There does not seem to be any retirement type communities in the SE US except FL.
Check these darling little cabins at River's Edge RV Park
http://www.riversedge.net/
These one-room, open floor plan cabins would be ideal as a retirement community!

 Let's get off our high horse and look at appealing, realistic retirement options for the majority of people who will need them.
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Can't wait to retire.Can't wait to retire.
Looking for warm climate with access to the ocean.Looking for warm climate with access to the ocean.Looking for warm climate with access to the ocean.Looking for warm climate with access to the ocean.
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I want an active adult community and I also want my kids and grandchildren to be permitted to come and stay for awhile.I want an active adult community and I also want my kids and grandchildren to be permitted to come and stay for awhile.I want an active adult community and I also want my kids and grandchildren to be permitted to come and stay for awhile.I want an active adult community and I also want my kids and grandchildren to be permitted to come and stay for awhile.
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A lot of states do not have good choicesA lot of states do not have good choicesA lot of states do not have good choicesA lot of states do not have good choices
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Manufactured homes are of high quality, with permment foundations.
Younger owners watch out for older owners, help each other maintain
properties, take older members out shopping, doctors, very socially concerned.
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Yes, I would love for retirement communities to keep in mind how aesthetically pleasing open area's, such as parks, lakes and
walking paths are to the retirees that live in these communities.
Not to mention golf courses and (clay) tennis courts :-)
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